
Welcome to Cool Things We’ve Cataloged
Rare Books and Manuscripts Section

Bibliographic Standards Committee Program Planning Group

● We will start and end on time

● Please keep your microphone muted

● Questions will be held to the end

● Please submit questions via chat, prefaced with “Question:” or 

“?:”  

● A chat monitor will monitor the chat

● To create a safe and comfortable environment for all attendees, 

please be courteous, polite, listen for understanding, and 

respect others’ opinions

Land Acknowledgment: UC Berkeley sits on the territory of xučyun (Huichin), the ancestral and unceded land 
of the Chochenyo speaking Ohlone people, the successors of the sovereign Verona Band of Alameda County.

https://cejce.berkeley.edu/ohloneland
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• Jessica Janecki: Cataloger’s judgment: Margaret Robinson’s grant of 
arms 
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metadata in Wikidata



Cataloger’s judgment
Margaret Robinson’s grant of arms
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Rachel Penniman

Conservation Specialist, Duke University Libraries
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Beethoven’s hair

Bob Kosovsky  /  bobkosovsky@nypl.org  /  @kos2 
Music & Recorded Sound Division,
The New York Public Library
November 4, 2021



https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/24ac7140-e5e0-0136-aab4-15175387d17f



https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/24e67ee0-e5e0-0136-9539-013efa3fcaa4

bit.ly/beethovenhair



https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/250392d0-e5e0-0136-a32b-678dad8d4eab





https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/24e67ee0-e5e0-0136-9539-013efa3fcaa4

bit.ly/beethovenhair





https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beethoven_on_his_deathbed.jpg



Beethoven’s death mask
Photograph by Karl Gruber / Wikimedia Commons / CC BY-SA 4.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beethovenhaus_Heiligenstadt_6621.JPG

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


“…[at his internment] it was time to hammer 
Beethoven’s coffin closed and lower it into the earth. 
He looked very different now, his visage altered utterly 
because death had claimed him, because of the 
changes the autopsy had wrought, but also because his 
head appeared as though it had been assailed by 
scissors—because so many adoring citizens had 
snipped keepsake locks of the great Beethoven’s hair.”

- Russell Martin, Beethoven’s Hair, p. 177.



OCLC record # 1078701538



OCLC record # 1078701538



OCLC record # 1078701538



Thank you!



  Cool Things We’ve Cataloged

 “Cartonera Books”*

Xiping Liu

        University of Houston Libraries 

November 4, 2021

*This work is licensed under the CC-BY-NC 4.0 International License, ,except where otherwise noted



Background

● 12 artists’ books purchased for Special Collections Department in 2015
● 10 books are called “Cartonera books"
● “Carton” means “Cardboard”, “Cartoneros” means “Cardboard pickers”
● Cartonera books are made from cardboard bought from Cartoneros
● Cartonera publishing began in Argentina in 2003 in response to an

economic crisis
● Cartonera books are works of literature
● A creative way to help the community and promote literature



They look like this:  



The inside: 



The inside: 

Photo taken from Randall, Margaret. (2015). La llorona. Ediciones Vigía. Image is under "all rights reserved" copyright. 



Cataloging Cartonera Books

● Copy cataloging
● Subject headings:

○ 650 0 $a Cartonera books $z [country] $v Specimens.
○ 650 0 $a Small presses $z [country] $v Specimens.
○ 650 0 $a Artists' books $z [country] $v Specimens.

● Genre form headings:
○ 655 7 $a Corrugated board bindings (Binding) $2 rbbin
○ 655 7 $a Artists' books $z [country] $y 21st century. $2 rbgenr

● Added relevant topical heading if can be determined.
● Added copy specific note locally.
● Classification number:

○ N7433.35.A-Z



List of Our Cartonera Books

Burstein, John. (2014). Cosas en casa = Home and things. Pensaré Cartoneras. OCLC# 907277399

Calvo Galán, Agustín. (2012). Escozor nuestro de cada día : veintinueve oraciones y un epílogo. Editorial 
Ultramarina Cartonera & Digital. OCLC# 944136882

Le Fanu, Joseph Sheridan. (2012). Carmilla. Editorial Ultramarina Cartonera & Digital. OCLC# 944252959

Neira Calderón, Elizabeth. (2012). Abyecta. Ediciones Kiltra Cartonera. OCLC# 1014023637

Randall, Margaret. (2015). La llorona. Ediciones Vigía. OCLC# 945982621

Sánchez Reséndiz, Victor Hugo. (compiler). (2011). Trova Suriana. La Cartonera. OCLC# 768871998

Santos, Bernardo. (2012). El mismo diferente amor. Editorial Ultramarina Cartonera & Digital. OCLC# 944136183

Tzoc, Manuel. (2009). De textos insanos. Santa Muerte Cartonera. OCLC# 808149148

Tzoc, Manuel. (2012). Gay (o). Milena Caserola. OCLC# 809207850

Zaldívar, Alfredo. (2015). Cuchillos en el aire = Knives in the air. Ediciones Vigía. OCLC# 922388526



Notes

● University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries’ Cartonera Publishers Database
https://researchguides.library.wisc.edu/cartoneras/cartonerasUW

● Cartonera. (2021, October 12). In Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartonera
● Cartonera Publishing. (2019, January 28). Cartoneras: A documentary on cardboard

publishing in Latin America [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzZESHygabI&t=147s

● Eloísa Cartonera. (n.d.). About Us. Retrieved October 24, 2021, from
http://www.eloisacartonera.com.ar/ENGversion.html

● Cartonera Publishing. (n.d.). About the Project. Retrieved October 24, 2021, from
http://cartonerapublishing.com/about-the-project/

● Bilbija, Ksenija; Celis Carbajal, Paloma, eds. (2009). Akademia Cartonera: A Primer of Latin
American Cartonera Publishers. Parallel Press / University of Wisconsin–Madison Libraries. 
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Arts.AkadCartEng

https://researchguides.library.wisc.edu/cartoneras/cartonerasUW
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartonera
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzZESHygabI&t=147s
http://www.eloisacartonera.com.ar/ENGversion.html
http://cartonerapublishing.com/about-the-project/
http://www.meiotom.art.br/AkademiaCartoneraArticles.pdf
http://www.meiotom.art.br/AkademiaCartoneraArticles.pdf
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Arts.AkadCartEng
http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Arts.AkadCartEng


Poll
Should Cool Things We’ve Cataloged 
be a recurring series?
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Cataloging by Design 

Subtitle Here

RBMS: “Cool Things We’ve Cataloged”
Lightning Talk, November 4, 2021

Lisa McColl, Metadata Services Librarian
Lehigh University



37Cataloging by Design

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gZKuPDQhvjtcnXx8RDYa9x8A5RMB2Oup/preview


38Cataloging by Design

Purpose of Book

Translation:
Our collection of technical models will therefore be a pleasure for every 

engineer and technician, it will serve every fitter, every mechanical engineer and 
fitter to expand his knowledge, and a welcome teaching aid for students of 
technical universities and everyone who dedicates themselves to the promising 
professions of mechanical engineer and electrical engineer be.

From the Foreword

From: The Heidelberg Digital Portal, https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/haentzschel_clairmont1901/0039/image

https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/haentzschel_clairmont1901/0039/image
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Purpose for this Book in Our Collection

Art & 
Design

Mechanical 
Engineering

Cataloging by Design
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Exposing Design Elements 

Permission for use from Dr. Michael Stoll, Augsburg University of Applied Sciences
Cataloging by Design



41Cataloging by Design

“Permission”
DCRM(B) (Excerpts)

I.3. Need for special rules

Printed materials in special collections often present situations not ordinarily encountered in the cataloging of typical modern publications (e.g., 
variation between copies, cancelled leaves, etc.) and may require additional details of description in order to identify significant characteristics (e.g., 
bibliographical format, typeface, etc.). Such details are important for two reasons. They permit the ready identification of copies of a resource (e.g., as 
editions, impressions, or issues), and they provide a more exact description of the resource as an artifact.

X.1.3. Encoding level: DCRM(B) minimal vs. core vs. full

Full-level records provide for faithful transcription and detailed, complete physical description. Although some notes are required (e.g., 
the source of the title proper if not the title page), most are optional and can be applied selectively depending on the nature of a 
collection or an institution’s needs. For example, signature statements, descriptions of illustrative elements, names of illustrators and 
others responsible for such elements, and particular attributes of the item in hand may be included or omitted as desired.

DCRM(B) full-level records may contain headings for printers, publishers, illustrators, engravers, former owners, binders, etc.

The addition of genre/form headings is particularly encouraged in full-level records. These may be used to provide access by literary 
genre (e.g., Herbals, Booksellers’ catalogs) or by physical form (e.g., Imposition errors, Annotations). Prefer the terminology used in 
controlled vocabularies issued by the RBMS Bibliographic Standards Committee. Terms from other authorized vocabularies (e.g., the 
Art & Architecture Thesaurus ) may also be used as appropriate.

https://desktop.loc.gov/search?view=document&doc_action=setdoc&doc_keytype=foliodestination&doc_key=dcrmbTitleSPACEproperSLASHglossary&hash=TitleSPACEproperSLASHglossary&fq=allresources%7Ctrue
http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/controlled_vocabularies/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/index.html
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Genre Headings Form Subdivision

NotesNames and Relator Terms

Cataloging by Design

Toy and movable books - Source: LCGFT

movable books - Source: Getty Art and 
Architecture Thesaurus, “Books, usually for 
children, having mechanisms that move, or are 
moved by the reader.”

Atlases (Scientific) - Source: RBMS Genre Terms, 
“Use for comprehensive, systematically arranged 
collections of plates, charts, etc. that illustrate a 
scientific or technical subject.”

Atlases -Source: LCSH, “Use as a form 
subdivision under scientific and technical topics 
for works consisting of comprehensive, often 
systematically arranged collections of illustrative 
plates, charts, etc., usually with explanatory 
captions.”

Local Note: “Book Design Collection” 

Summary Note: Note from bookseller

General Note: Cover design

Contents Note: Shows what company issued the 
models.

Cover designer? -  No name

Frontispiece? - No relator term

Attribution for technical models?

https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCGFT/GENRE.pdf
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/aat/300207697
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/aat/300207697
https://rbms.info/vocabularies/genre/tr91.htm
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Full Record for “Dampf und elektricität”

Cataloging by Design

OCLC: 1252218202
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Thank you

Special thanks to:
● Lois Black, Curator, Special Collections

● Ilhan Citak, Archives and Special

Collections Librarian

● Alex Japha, Digital Archivist

● Dr. William Crow, Director and Professor

of Practice, Art, Architecture and Design

● Dr. Nick Sawicki, Associate Professor of

Art History and Department Chair
Permission for use from Dr. Michael Stoll, Augsburg 

University of Applied Sciences

Cataloging by Design

Lisa McColl, Metadata Services Librarian, Lehigh University
lim213 at lehigh.edu



Girl in a Chair
Exploring special collections metadata in Wikidata



Girl in a Chair

Exploring special 
collections 
metadata in Wikidata

RBMS BSC PPG
Cool Things We’ve Cataloged 
Lightning Talks
November 4, 2021



Introduction and context



Wikidata in brief
structured data for use by Wikimedia 
projects and anyone in the world

● editable both by individuals and by machines
● free to copy, modify, and distribute (CC0 1.0)
● multilingual labeling
● nearly 94 million unique items of data
● over 1 billion statements in these items of data
● 1.4 billion edits since it launched in 2012
● 24,000 active users

wikidata.org 

https://www.wikidata.org/


Girl in a Chair

Linocut print by Mallette 
Dean, created in 1938 as part 
of the Federal Art Project



digitalcollections.usfca.edu 

https://digitalcollections.usfca.edu/


wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Visual_arts 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Visual_arts


wikidata.org/wiki/Q106714118

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q106714118




IIIF manifest 
(P6108)

User script to add 
Project Mirador's 
IIIF Manifest 
Viewer to Wikidata 
item pages

wikidata.org/wiki/
User:Btwashburn/i
iif-mirador.js 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Btwashburn/iiif-mirador.js
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Btwashburn/iiif-mirador.js
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Btwashburn/iiif-mirador.js


Takeaways ● Bring what you learn back to
your local metadata

● Regardless of platform, some
cataloging issues are persistent

● Find (or start) a WikiProject
protip: check out the LD4
Wikidata Affinity Group



Thank-you!
• Q & A: If you have questions, please submit them in the chat, prefaced by

“Question:” or “?:”. If you identify as a member of a historically marginalized
group, you are welcome to add an asterisk for progressive stacking.

• Have a cataloging conundrum? Have expertise that you’d like to share? We invite
you to explore the possibilities of the RBMS BSC Rare Materials Catalogers
Directory: https://rbms.info/experts/

• Ideas for future webinars? Please contact, the BSC PPG co-chairs, Liz Adams
(elizabeth.adams@duke.edu) and Jessie Sherwood (jcsherwood@law.berkeley.edu)



Thank-you to our 
speakers

• Jessica Janecki
 Rare Materials Cataloger, David M.
Rubenstein Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library, Duke University
 jessica.janecki@duke.edu
 @jessica_janecki

• Bob Kosovsky
 Librarian of Rare Books and Manuscripts
for the Music & Recorded Sound 
Division, The New York Public Library

• Xiping Liu
 Resource Description Librarian,
University of Houston Libraries
 xliu47@uh.edu

• Lisa McColl
 Metadata Services Librarian, Lehigh
University
lim213@lehigh.edu

• Gina Solares
 Digital Collections Librarian, Gleeson
Library|Geschke Center, University of 
San Francisco 
 gsolares@usfca.edu 

mailto:jessica.janecki@duke.edu
mailto:xliu47@uh.edu
mailto:lim213@lehigh.edu
mailto:gsolares@usfca.edu


11:53:03 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

Hey everyone! Looking forward to today’s talks! 

11:54:43 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

Welcome. We'll be starting shortly. A couple quick logistical things: everyone is muted on entry 
and please remain muted throughout. We're saving questions to the end. If you have questions, please 
preface them with "Question" or "?" 

11:55:07 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

If you identify as a member of a historically marginalized group, you are welcome to add an 
asterisk for progressive stacking. 

11:56:21 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

I also turned off the ding when people enter so hopefully that shouldn't be such a distraction. 

11:57:11 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

Thanks, Jessie! These lightning talks have been popping :-) 

11:57:18 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

Welcome. We'll be starting shortly. A couple quick logistical things: everyone is muted on entry 
and please remain muted throughout. We're saving questions to the end. If you have questions, please 
preface them with "Question" or "?" 

11:57:28 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

If you identify as a member of a historically marginalized group, you are welcome to add an 
asterisk for progressive stacking. 

12:03:46 From  Jonathan Tuttle  to  Everyone: 

Welcome to the RBMS BSC “Cool things we cataloged” webinar! Thank you so much for 
attending; we’re happy you’re here. A couple logistics: All attendees were muted on entry; please 
remain so for the duration of the webinar. Your cameras should also be turned off upon entry. 

We will be using chat for our question-and-answer section of the webinar. Please type any 
questions you have in the chat prefaced by “Question:” 

12:06:11 From  Jonathan Tuttle  to  Everyone: 

And for adding questions to the chat: If you identify as a member of a historical marginalized 
group, you are welcome to add an asterisk for progressive stacking. 

12:11:45 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

Thanks Jessica! What an unusual item! 

12:11:47 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 



 We are getting the slides and links to the records posted to the ALA site, just as an FYI to 
everyone! 

12:12:17 From  Jessica Janecki  to  Everyone: 

 https://find.library.duke.edu/catalog/DUKE009399954 

12:12:24 From  Jessica Janecki  to  Everyone: 

 OCLC # 1141867196 

12:12:50 From  Julie Moore  to  Everyone: 

 Thanks, Jessica! Great job! 

12:13:17 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 If you have questions, feel free to stick them in the chat prefaced with "?" or "Question". We'll 
be doing a questions-and-answers section at the end. 

12:18:00 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 Wow! 80 records for human hair in OCLC! 

12:18:21 From  Clara Levy  to  Everyone: 

 Great! Thank you! 

12:18:35 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 AAT is really doing some heavy lifting! 

12:18:38 From  Joshua Hutchinson  to  Everyone: 

 doing a genre search on human hair now... :) 

12:19:24 From  Jonathan Tuttle  to  Everyone: 

 Don’t forget to stick any questions you have in the chat prefaced by “Question:” If you identify 
as a member of a historical marginalized group, you are welcome to add an asterisk for progressive 
stacking. Thank you! 

12:21:20 From  Joshua Hutchinson  to  Everyone: 

 Question (for all presenters, but based on Bob's presentation): There are a number of areas in 
which 'cataloging practice' is not correct, but is in many records. Bob mentioned this in terms of 650 
Symphonies (or 650 Human hair). Do you ever consider adding a heading even if you know it's wrong, 
because it will match with existing practice? Or maybe in your local catalog but not in OCLC? 

12:24:08 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 Very cool, thanks for sharing Xiping! 

12:25:01 From  L Sheng  to  Everyone: 



 Lost the pole popup screen 

12:25:07 From  Hilary Robbeloth  to  Everyone: 

 I didn't quite have enough time to click on the poll. but yes, I'd like to see more. 

12:25:08 From  Laura Taylor  to  Everyone: 

 Th poll disappeared… 

12:25:09 From  Sarah Hoover  to  Everyone: 

 The poll disappeared for me right after it came up 

12:25:12 From  yoko ferguson  to  Everyone: 

 Same here 

12:25:12 From  Jennifer Bradshaw  to  Everyone: 

 The poll disappeared? 

12:25:24 From  Gina Solares  to  Jessie Sherwood(Direct Message): 

 Thank you! 

12:25:32 From  Hilary Robbeloth  to  Everyone: 

 it came back. thank you 

12:25:44 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 seems like it's pretty popular!! 

12:25:50 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 Lol, I love the 3rd option! 

12:26:06 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

 Those of you who read Gofugyourself may recognize that. 

12:26:42 From  Bryan Baldus  to  Everyone: 

 I liked the 3rd option, and wavered between that and the others, but after it disappeared the 
1st time, I figured it was better to choose one quickly before it had a chance to disappear again 

12:26:58 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

 Both is always acceptable too. 

12:27:36 From  Sarah Kortemeier  to  Everyone: 

 Love the Fug Girls and this reference 

12:27:57 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 



 Is there any thought to recording these? 

12:27:59 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 @Sarah, I love them too and didn't even catch the reference! Good catch! 

12:28:37 From  Angie C.  to  Everyone: 

 each person has to close their own 

12:28:38 From  Lauren Reno  to  Everyone: 

 I think you have to close it yourself 

12:28:40 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 I was able to x out of it, and it worked 

12:28:41 From  Diana Simpson  to  Everyone: 

 I closed it myself 

12:28:42 From  Marie Janz  to  Everyone: 

 You might need to close it on your own screen. 

12:33:47 From  Karen Richard  to  Everyone: 

 Q. Could you share a link to where we can find the related materials and notes? I received an 
email with a list of cool things last month. However, this time I never received a confirmation email (I 
had to keep the confirmation web page open and make sure not to close it), so I'm wondering if that 
means I may also miss any follow-up documents. I'm really enjoying these sessions and appreciate all 
the great stories and information. Thank you. 

12:34:26 From  Min He  to  Everyone: 

 +1 

12:35:16 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 Hi, Karen, You haven't missed anything! We are in the process of getting all the slides added to 
the ALA Repository/ RBMS site and will send out the link once everything is on that site. The links to 
catalog records will also be available there. 

12:35:42 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 Apologies for the confusion! 

12:40:20 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 Q.  What's the title of Lisa's book?  "Dampf und...…[?]" 

12:41:07 From  Joshua Hutchinson  to  Everyone: 

 OCLC #1252218202 



12:41:58 From  Jennifer MacDonald  to  Everyone: 

 It's moving for me 

12:42:00 From  Grace Huffman  to  Everyone: 

 It is moving :) 

12:42:03 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 moving for me too! 

12:42:07 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 It's going fast now! 

12:42:07 From  Jennifer Page (she, her)  to  Everyone: 

 Moving for me too! So cool!! 

12:42:21 From  Hilary Robbeloth  to  Everyone: 

 so cool 

12:42:28 From  Jennifer Page (she, her)  to  Everyone: 

 This was really cool! 

12:42:35 From  Hilary Robbeloth  to  Everyone: 

 I want that book 

12:43:41 From  Jennifer MacDonald  to  Everyone: 

 Agreed! Kudos! 

12:43:44 From  Karen Richard  to  Everyone: 

 Liz, thank you! I looking for them after last month's webinar and I think I got some message that 
I didn't have permission, something like that. Thanks for clarifying. 

12:45:11 From  Joshua Hutchinson  to  Everyone: 

 We should all have email signatures that look like this. 

12:45:55 From  David Bigwood (he,him,his)  to  Everyone: 

 Or have the triples in JSON. 

12:46:32 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 user: kosboot  
 I'm also an item:  Q98930316 

12:47:25 From  Anne Evenhaugen  to  Everyone: 



 The Smithsonian Libraries joined the PCC pilot project last year, too, working through several 
projects: 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Smithsonian_Libraries 

12:48:38 From  Dustin Larmore  to  Everyone: 

 Wikidate Username: Dlarmore 

12:48:59 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 This isn't related to our webinar series per se, but since this is our last session, I want to not only 
encourage people to participate in PPG panels going forward (thanks, Gina!) but also encourage any 
hiring managers out there to consider asking questions like "What's the coolest/most 
interesting/hardest thing you've cataloged?" in interviews. It gives people an opportunity to talk about 
something they care about, and everyone learns something new! 

12:49:10 From  Dustin Larmore  to  Everyone: 

 My item number: Q18910267 

12:49:21 From  David Bigwood (he,him,his)  to  Everyone: 

 Wikiname: Dbigwood not sure how to find when I started. 

12:49:53 From  Laura Doublet  to  Everyone: 

 Univ of Victoria has been adding data to Wikidata for archival collections: 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_UniversityOfVictoriaLibraries/ 

12:50:01 From  Dustin Larmore  to  Everyone: 

 Start date: 23 July 2018. David B: Login to your account and then go to Contributions 

12:50:03 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 Dbigwood:  go to "My contributions" and look at the first one 

12:50:28 From  David Bigwood (he,him,his)  to  Everyone: 

 How to get to the 1st. There are lots. 

12:51:33 From  cheryl miller  to  Everyone: 

 wikiname Autry042020 

12:52:27 From  David Bigwood (he,him,his)  to  Everyone: 

 October 2016 

12:54:45 From  Liz Adams  to  Everyone: 

 Michigan State has a great introduction to Wikidata; it's part of their comics/wikidata project: 
https://graphicpossibilities.hcommons.org/wikidata-events/ 

12:55:04 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 



 If I may add one thing to Gina's wonderful talk:   
 Editing Wikidata is FUN !! 

12:55:22 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

 Slides that people are willing to share and as much chat as I could manage will be here: 
https://rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/conference 

12:56:09 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 @Anne Thanks for sharing the Smithsonian Libraries wiki project page 

12:56:41 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 Wikidata Affinity Group calls (all recorded) and project page:  
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_LD4_Wikidata_Affinity_Group/Affinity_Group_Cal
ls 

12:56:47 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 @Laura Thank you for sharing the UVic Wikidata project page for archival collections! 

12:57:27 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 @Liz Michigan State’s comics project is so cool 

12:58:55 From  Sherman Clarke  to  Everyone: 

 Not adhering dogmatically to the rules can be called cataloger judgment. You know you’re a real 
cataloger when you need to break the rules and do it with care. 

12:59:32 From  Jessie Sherwood  to  Everyone: 

 Cataloger's judgment turned out to be the theme of these talks. 

12:59:52 From  Meredith Hale  to  Everyone: 

 Yes to reuse considerations :) 

13:00:06 From  Gina Solares  to  Everyone: 

 Hear, Hear, Sherman! 

13:02:55 From  Bob Kosovsky  to  Everyone: 

 I was gonna say ours is a kind of jambalaya of thesauri :) 
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